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Abstract
The Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority introduced new guidelines and
regulations on March 1, 2019. These regulations induced Swedish banks and
other creditors to consider future events as a mean to improve their ability to
determine the risk of debtors. A forecast generator was created as a tool to
accomplish this. The constraints of this thesis limited the forecast generator to
mortgageswith four parameters: loss of income, pension, foreign currency and
depreciation. The forecast generator was created by combining components of
Vitec Capitex’s existing mortgage calculator as well as by adding new compo-
nents. The new components were utilized in advancing loans and budgets in
time, as well as calculating a suitable income insurance in the case of a loss of
income. Furthermore, the forecast generator could approximate the pension
a debtor would receive when retired. The forecast generator could calculate
the economic situation of debtors after a future event took place such as a loss
of income or an early or late retirement. A suitable income insurance would
prevent a debtor from insolvency in the case of an income loss.

Keywords— Mortgage calculator, forecast modelling, loss of income, pension, for-
eign currency, depreciation, interest rate, left-to-live-on, surplus, deficit





Sammanfattning
Finansinspektionen införde nya riktlinjer och föreskrifter den 1 mars 2019.
Dessa föreskrifter anvisade banker och andra borgenärer att ha ett framåtblic-
kande perspektiv för att förbättra deras förmåga att bedöma gäldenärers risk.
En beräkningsmotor skapades som ett verktyg för att genomföra detta. Av-
gränsningarna för denna avhandling begränsar beräkningsmotorn till konsu-
menter som köper bostadskrediter med fyra parametrar: inkomstbortfall, pen-
sion, utländsk valuta och värdeminskning. Beräkningsmotorn skapades genom
att kombinera komponenter från Vitec Capitex’s existerande beräkningsmotor
samt genom att lägga till nya komponenter. De nya komponenterna användes
för att beräkna lån och budget för gäldenärer över tid, samt beräkna en passande
inkomstförsäkring utifrån ett inkomstbortfall. Vidare kunde beräkningsmotorn
approximera en pensionsinkomst efter gäldenären gått i pension. Beräknings-
motorn kunde även beräkna den ekonomiska situationen för gäldenärer efter
en framtida händelse inträffat som inkomstbortfall eller en tidig pension. En
lämplig inkomstförsäkring skulle skydda en gäldenär från obestånd ifall ett in-
komstbortfall inträffat.

Nyckelord— Boendekalkyl, prognosmodellering, inkomstbortfall, pension, utländsk
valuta, värdeminskning, ränta, kvar att leva på, överskott, underskott
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1 | INTRODUCTION

1 Introduction

This section concerns the premise of the thesis. It explains the problem defi-
nition and objectives of the thesis as well as its limitations.

1.1 Problem Definition
In March 2019, the Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority (SFSA) issued
new regulations and guidelines that contains directions for creditors to im-
prove their methods of conducting credit risk analysis[1]. These guidelines
are expected to help Swedish banks in issuing grounded mortgage grants for
private individuals. The software company Vitec Capitex supplies software
to banks, one of which is a mortgage calculator that provides an indication
of a selected person’s capacity to pay a mortgage. The mortgage calculator
computes a left-to-live-on value and budget surplus/deficit, see section 2.4.1.

One significant lacking feature in the mortgage calculator is the compu-
tation of a forecast which would indicate if the applicant would still have the
means of amortizing the mortgage in the future. A particular point of interest
would be simulating a case scenario that would occur in the future that would
negatively affect the debtor’s capacity of repayment. Such debilitating case
events would include, e.g., being unemployed or going into early retirement.
Depicting a subject’s future left-to-live-on as a result of one of these simulated
events would improve the creditor’s prognosis of a payable mortgage. Adjust-
ing to the new regulations from SFSA, Vitec Capitex is interested in expanding
on the functionality of their currently existing software. With software that can
consider future events, as well as the debtor’s current economic situation, more
accurate accounting for the risk in granting a mortgage is possible.

In order to solve the problem mentioned above, an entirely new forecast-
ing system could be created. However, creating an entirely new forecasting
system would require too much development time. Therefore, it was deemed
appropriate to create a forecasting generator that would make use of the soft-
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ware components from the original mortgage calculator. However, expanding
on the current mortgage calculator will present challenges due to the numer-
ous factors within the underlying software infrastructure that depend on each
other, such as tax and interest deduction. Therefore, a delicate approach is
needed when combining components and adjusting attributes that are essen-
tial to forecasting operations such as salaries and loans. Another challenge is
to propose a solution in response to a forecast that indicates insolvency, so that
future insolvency is avoided.

1.2 Objectives
The first mission is to plan, design and create the new forecast modelling sys-
tem. The forecast system should be able to simulate the following case events:

• The loss of income.

• Pension.

• Foreign currency (if one receives income that is not in Swedish cur-
rency).

• Depreciation.

The final product shall accept the above-stated parameters as inputs in addi-
tion to the other parameters that are present in the current mortgage calculator
that was created by Vitec Capitex, i.e., the subjects current salary, mortgage
specification, amortization plan, real estate price, etc. Additionally, the new
forecasting system is expected to function conjointly with the mortgage cal-
culator. The output information that the new forecasting system yields should
represent the left-to-live-on, as well as other variables such as the gross salary
of debtor and interest sensitivity of the loans. The second objective is to con-
struct an interactive system over the generator, which includes a user interface
whereby the user would be able to insert input values. The final objective is to
include functionality in the product that generates a printout so that the user
can view the output data in a presentable format.

1.3 Limitations
The following limitations have been set.

• The type of loan is limited to mortgages.
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• The test cases subjects will represent only private persons.

• The parameters used for calculation are limited to:

– Loss of income.

– Pension.

– Foreign currency.

– Depreciation.

• The user interface to present the results from the forecast generator is a
simple HTML document.

• Coding is to be done in Java and compilation Java version 1.4.

• No implementation of third-party technology.
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2 Background and Theory

This section addresses the essentials of mortgage application proceedings, the
regulations of the SFSA regarding mortgages. Furthermore, this section will
briefly explore the increase in the debt ratio in Sweden. Related works in
terms of credit risk assessment are included in this section. Vitec Capitex’s
mortgage calculator and an application similar to that will be explored. The
theoretical aspects relevant to the work will be examined in this section. The
SOAP protocol will be briefly studied.

2.1 The Swedish Financial Supervisory Au-
thority

The task of the SFSA is tomonitor the financial sector, approve licences, create
regulations and to protect consumer interest [2].

2.1.1 Regulations from the SFSA
SFSA passed new regulations on September 18 2018, which came into effect
on March 1 2019 [1]. Among these regulations includes the requirement of
creditors to perform a thorough assessment of an applicant’s economic back-
ground to provide an accurate prognosis of his or her capacity to pay off a
mortgage. One purpose of these regulations is to increase the probability of
debtors to successfully pay back their loans. SFSA is directing, through these
regulations, banks and other creditors to consider future events that might hurt
the debtor’s repayment capacity when applying for a mortgage.

2.2 Increase in Debt Ratio in Sweden
Since the middle of the 1990s, Swedish debtors have been taking increasingly
higher risks resulting in the higher debt ratio. The increase in debt has been
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rising more quickly than the increase in salary [3].
Between 2010 and 2017, the percentage of households with mortgages of

less than one million Swedish kronor was decreasing. By contrast, the per-
centage of households with mortgages of more than one million Swedish kro-
nor was increasing, as indicated by Figure 2.1. Furthermore, the debt ratio
of 0-300 percent was decreasing while the debt ratio of 300-700 percent was
increasing, as indicated by Figure 2.2. This means that not only were Swedish
debtors taking higher loans, but they were doing so without the support of an
increase in income.

Figure 2.1: The distribution of mortgage debt over time. Source: Swedish
Riksbank [4]. Note: Data is from September each year.
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Figure 2.2: The distribution of debt ratio over time. Source: Swedish
Riksbank [5]. Note: Data is from September each year.

The number of households that decreased their debt increased from 2016 to
2017. This could be a result of the amortization regulations mentioned earlier.
These regulations are influential in a way where debtors are forced by law to
curb spending. The new regulations mentioned in section 2.1.1, which is the
basis this thesis, may not be as assertive as the application of the regulations
is an inherently subjective judgment. This thesis should help creditors and
debtors make cogent arguments on whether certain mortgages are wise when
considering different future events that may or may not occur.

2.3 Related Works: Credit Scoring
In the category of mortgages, credit scoring is the proceeding that gives the
bank assurance that the applicant has the capacity to pay the mortgage steadily.
Different approaches to credit scoring are explored in this section.
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2.3.1 Current Method in Mortgage Application
Banks adopts specific protocols andmethods in processingmortgages, whereas
each applicant’s economic history is scrutinized [6]. Additionally, each bank
has access to a database regarding a client’s economic history, such as UC
[7]. Additional information about the client is required by a prospect bank,
including yearly salary, current employment, education, marital status and net
worth. Such information acquired is used for the purpose of evaluating his or
her credit score before a final decision is made.

2.3.2 Situational Circumstances
A study conducted by Avery et al. [8] examined if considering situational cir-
cumstances could improve credit scoring. The study was based on historical
events and their situational circumstances. E.g., if the credit score of a debtor
who missed a payment in the past could be incongruent with their actual like-
lihood to default in the future, if the missed payment was due to sickness.
Avery et al. concluded that including the situational circumstances for past
events could improve credit scoring. However, the authors also stated that us-
ing this method could be difficult as the historical situational circumstances of
an applicant were not always available.

2.3.3 Data Set Analysis
There are many forms of computational and statistical analysis that can be uti-
lized in credit scoring. As a means to avert the risk of default and to improve
the quality of credit scoring, machine learning tools have been employed [9].
According to a study from the University of Louisville that compared the per-
formances of deep learning analytic tools as a basis for credit scoring, the most
common tools were a neural network, classification trees and survival analysis
[10]. The information regarding mortgage holders, originating from different
credit scoring domains, were included in the data sets along with details of
various significant socio-economic details which a learning model could dis-
sect. The purpose of these learning models was to isolate payable loans from
non-payable loans by providing a probability of loan default.

The study from the University of Louisville was inconclusive in determin-
ing the best performing learningmodel since performance qualities variedwith
different data sets. It was stipulated that several data sets in the testing pro-
vided significant amounts of useless data, which added an unneeded burden
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on the performance of the learning models. Furthermore, the article recom-
mended additional research on improving the quality and adaptability of the
learning algorithms that could operate on varying data sets.

2.3.4 Predicting Income Loss
A patent [11], with inventor Annappindi, claimed an invention of assessing
credit risk based on a debtors income risk using methods to find correlations
between a debtors personal data and different economic conditions. The per-
sonal data used was, e.g., income data and personal profile data. The economic
conditions included, e.g., unemployment rate, job growth, wages, inflation and
gross domestic product. The methods to assess income risk included, e.g., an-
alyzing consumer’s income loss risk and income reduction risk. The patent
claimed that, by comparing personal data and economic conditions, an accu-
rate credit score could be done, even if a limited amount of historical data of
the applicant were available.

2.4 Mortgage Calculator
Banks and other institutions can use mortgage calculators to get a view of an
applicant’s repayment capacity.

2.4.1 Left-to-Live-on
The left-to-live-on is the remaining capital that the individual has at his or her
disposal after all costs have been deducted. Such costs include amortization
costs, interest and other expenses [12]. This variable was a matter of inter-
est for banks because calculating a left-to-live-on value would indicate if an
applicant could accommodate a mortgage payment plan. The prognosis is fa-
vorable if the left-to-live-value is represented as positive digits as it signifies
that the subject would have additional finances after the deduction of costs.

Swedish banks included the left-to-live-on value as a factor in their credit
score regarding a loan applicant [13]. The left-to-live-on that is generated by
Vitec Capitex’s mortgage calculator is derived from the deduction of all costs
except for the budget costs. The budget balance is the value generated by Vitec
Capitex mortgage, which is identical to the left-to-live-on value in every way
but with the exception that the budget expenses are also deducted from the
left-to-live-on value.
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2.4.2 Vitec Capitex’s Mortgage Calculator
Vitec Capitex’s mortgage calculation software computes an applicant’s left-
to-live-on. In addition to the left-to-live-on, the calculation also provides the
applicant’s budget balance, more specifically, if there a surplus or deficit of
the budget balance.

The current mortgage calculation is powerful and versatile and could be
used to make different types of calculations, such as calculating taxes and bud-
get. There are features that could calculate the debtor’s economic situation in
the future if everything went as expected. The primary goal of the engine,
however, is to calculate the results of the payment plan of the subject for the
present-year using the subject’s current private economy. The mortgage calcu-
lator has several components, some of which will be explained in the sections
below.

The Complete Calculation Component

The most widely used component in the mortgage calculator is also the most
powerful. It is known as the complete calculation (swe. komplett beräkning).
This tool would, e.g., consider many different kinds of taxes that the debtors
may or may not have to pay depending on their situation. Furthermore, the
output of the complete calculation comprised of considerable amounts of data
such as budget balance, different kinds of budgets, and different kinds of taxes
the debtors had to pay. Additionally, the complete calculation included func-
tionality to let banks customize the calculation suitable to them, e.g., using an
imputed rate of interest.

The Comparison Point in Time Component

The mortgage calculator has a component know as a comparison point in time
(swe. jämförelsetidpunkt), which would produce the results of a mortgage
after a certain number of years. However, this method has some weaknesses.
The comparison point in time neglects any change in the budget over the years
and would show the left-to-live-on value rather than a deficit or surplus.

The Calculate Loans Component

The mortgage calculator has a component known as calculate loans (swe.
beräkna lån). This component would take a list of loan objects and advance
them a set number of years. Calculate loans provides results of loan payments
for a future year of a loan rather than the future state of the loan.
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Framework

Vitec Capitex’s mortgage calculator was created in java version 1.4. It doesn’t
incorporate the use of third party technologies, which enables its calculation
functions to be called through various software frameworks such as .NET.

Swedish Consumer Agency

The Swedish Consumer Agency has an online budget calculator, supplied by
Vitec Capitex, that is accessible on their website [14]. The simulator accepts
input regarding income, taxes, real estate and other factors in which the simu-
lator, in turn, provides an output representing the left-to-live-on.

2.4.3 Output
There are many kinds of data that are generated by the mortgage calculator,
such as the amount of deducted taxes, net income of the debtor(s) and interest
rate sensitivity. The essential data represents the left-to-live-on and the budget
balance.

2.4.4 Similar Application
Halifax online banking website features a mortgage calculator [15]. The cal-
culator is accessible from the browser. Mainly, the calculator features a mort-
gage calculation with a sample loan amount. Another feature is the overpay-
ment calculator, which shows how much interest costs declines with increased
amortization payment.

2.5 Parameters of Future Events
This section will investigate the parameters mentioned in section 1.2 that could
negatively impact the private economy of a debtor.

2.5.1 Loss of Income
This parameter is used for loss of income for any reason. This variable will
consider insurance since it is a standard option for wage-earners. Theoretically
speaking, insurance can cover up to a maximum of 80 percent of an individ-
ual’s income prior to income-loss. However, according to a study by Karlstad
University, only a few Swedes who are subject to income loss with their prior
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income insured, manages to receive as much as 80 percent of their previous
salary [16].

Swedish Income Loss Mitigation

Sweden has many different kinds of income benefits for people in need. The
Swedish Social Insurance Agency regulates income benefits for, e.g., absence
due to illness [17], disability [18] and parental benefits [19]. Furthermore,
if a person were to lose their job, they would have been entitled to income
compensation. This is regulated by the Swedish Unemployment Insurance
Board [20].

There are some regulations on how much income the person can receive.
According to the regulations on unemployment insurance, the basic income
from the unemployment fund is at most 365 Swedish kronor every workday
for the first 100 days [21], or 8,000 Swedish kronor a month according to
the Swedish Public Employment Service [22]. The highest compensation is
910 Swedish kronor every workday day for the first 100 days [21] or 20,000
Swedish kronor amonth [22]. After the first 100 days, the income receivedwill
decrease. In order to receive the highest compensation of 910 Swedish kronor
a day, the person has to be a member of an unemployment benefit insurance
fund.

The compensation covers, at most, 80 percent of the gross monthly salary
according to the Swedish Public Employment Service [22]. Meaning that
any gross monthly income above 25,000 Swedish kronor would only provide
20,000 Swedish kronor. In order to get more income than 20,000 Swedish
kronor a month, insurance must be acquired. Income insurance can cover up
to 80 percent of the salary [23][24]. From an extended period of time ab-
sent from work because of sickness, up to 90 percent of the net salary can be
covered when signing health insurance [25]. Contrary to the income received
from the unemployment fund, the income received from an income insurance
is exempted from taxation [26].

2.5.2 Pension
According to the Swedish Pensions Agency’s website, there are three main
forms of pensions, which are the public pension, occupational pension and
private pension [27]. Moreover, the public pension system is comprised of
two categories. The first is based on an individual’s income and the second
is a guaranteed pension if the recipient had lower-wages and if the recipient
was unemployed throughout adult-life. The age requirement for receiving a
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pension is flexible as well as the conditions of the pension plan, i.e., a person
can resume employment with a salary while receiving a pension.

Income-Based Public Pension

The recipient of an income-based public pension receives funds from the Swe-
dish Social Insurance [28]. The amount that an individual receives from the
pension fund is proportional to the amount of taxable income that a person has
received while employed [27]. Those who have a right to an income-based
public pension have to have lived or worked in Sweden.

Occupation Pension

Occupation pension is the added pension that is paid for by the recipient’s em-
ployer [27]. According to the European Commission, around 90 percent of
wage-earners choose to have an occupation pension since it serves to com-
plement the public pension and provides additional benefit to the pensioner
[29].

Private Pension

The private pension is voluntary [29]. There are principally two ways in se-
curing a private pension according to the Swedish Pension Agency. The first
way is to arrange for an investment savings account, and the second is for the
individual to deposit his or her savings in a capital redemption insurance [27].
According to the European Commission, the subject would have to be at the
minimum age of 55 to receive his or her private pension benefits.

Guaranteed Pension

Guaranteed pension covers people who have had low income or none at all
[27]. To obtain the full coverage of guaranteed pension, one has to have lived
in Sweden for 40 years or more [29]. If a person lived in Sweden for less than
40 years, his or her guaranteed pension entitlements are shortened by 1

40
for

every year that the pensioner spent living outside Sweden.

2.5.3 Foreign Currency
This parameter is relevant when a debtor receives an income from a differ-
ent currency. Other possible instances relating to foreign currency should be
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examined. An example would be to determine the outcome of an individu-
als payback plan if he or she has a source of income in a currency that has
decreased in value.

2.5.4 Depreciation
This parameter concerns loss in the value of the debtor’s possessions. As this
thesis is limited to mortgages, loss in property value is of particular concern.
Depreciation is only relevant when a loan defaults. The depreciation parame-
ter could be combined with the previous parameters as they could potentially
cause the default. However, the default could be caused by other events not
explored in this thesis.

2.5.5 Special Parameters
Special parameters could illustrate scenarios that could be points of interest
for creditors.

• Divorce.

• Death of a spouse.

• Expensive broken household item such as a refrigerator or a washing
machine.

• Broken commuting vehicle.

• Unexpected childbirth.

• Inflation.

2.6 Simple Object Access Protocol
The Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) messaging protocol is a standard
that is used for communication in web services [30]. SOAP performs the pack-
aging of a message which would comprise of a header and body. The data
contained in the messages are in XML format. The application of the SOAP
protocol is through request-response messaging in distributed systems and fol-
lows the client-server paradigm [31]. The request SOAP message originates
from the client side and over an HTTP connection to the server. The server
would receive the request packet whereas its host web service would parse and
interpret the SOAP message and send a response packet to the original sender.
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3 Method and Results

This section provides the product specifications and offers reasons for imple-
menting a particular approach in favor of other alternatives. An examination
of the existing mortgage calculator was conducted in order to identify relevant
components to use in the forecast generator. Using the Java programming lan-
guage, new components were created to complement the existing mortgage
calculator to enable forecasting.

A data model was created to supply the forecast generator with input data
required to complete the forecast. The data model also generated the output
data necessary to present the results of the forecast. Unit tests were created in
order to test the calculations of the forecast generator. Additionally, a sample
execution is presented, which shows how the mortgage calculator could be
used to validate the calculations of the forecast generator.

3.1 Approaches to Improve the Accuracy of
Credit Scoring

There were several forward-looking approaches to improving credit risk analy-
sis. Implementing machine learning, determining income loss probability and
simulating a future event were methods considered in this thesis.

3.1.1 Machine Learning on Data Sets
One possible approach was to use machine learning algorithms as a means to
detect unsuitable debtors since there were many paradigms deployed in credit
scoring, as explained in section 2.3.3. However, such an approach required a
significant portion of data, which were not available for this solution.
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3.1.2 Income Loss Probability
Credit scoring could be improved by predicting the probability of a loss of
income of a debtor, as explained in section 2.3.4. Predicting the probability of,
e.g., a loss of employment would require large quantities of data regarding the
economic climate. Similarly to the approach using machine learning, the data
required to utilize income loss probability were not available for this solution.

3.1.3 Economic Impact of a Future Event
Some components Vitec Capitex’s mortgage calculator could be used to simu-
late an event in the future. Additional components could be created to comple-
ment the components belonging to the original mortgage calculator. Such in-
teractivity between the current software components and the new components
could enable the generation of the relevant output data. The desired output
data would then illustrate the economic impact on an individual following the
financially damaging event.

In contrast to the previously mentioned approaches, using this method
could improve assessing an applicant’s credit risk using only the currently
available data of a debtor, rather than using a large amount of data to predict a
probable outcome. By sampling different test scenarios, it can be determined
how much in risk the subject is in for a default which could enhance the accu-
racy of the credit risk, which, in turn, could improve credit scoring. Thus, this
was deemed the most appropriate approach for this thesis.

3.2 Examining the Mortgage Calculator
Insight of the mortgage calculator software structure was provided for and
made available for testing by Vitec Capitex. Among the materials were the
Java documentation and class diagrams for the mortgage calculator. A testing
environment was deployed on a tomcat server. A test client could create a
soap envelope to be inserted into SoapUI. SoapUI could then be used to build
different data objects and test various components in the mortgage calculator.

Testing different data objects and components could be done using Java
programming rather than using SoapUI. However, using Java, all data objects
required to make the calculation had to be inserted manually. SoapUI had
a visual representation of all data objects and their values, which provided
an intuitive way of changing data objects and components. Using SoapUI,
different components in the mortgage calculator, which could be used in the
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forecast generator, were identified. See section 2.4.2, for an explanation of
these components.

3.3 Maintaining Operational Integrity of the
Mortgage Calculator

Several data structures belonging to the original mortgage calculator were used
to enable the forecast. Most components consisted of polymorphic data struc-
tures. As a result, for any update required, the correct polymorphic data type
had to be identified, and the implementation had to be specific for each data
type. E.g., annual costs had to be added to the budget using a specific imple-
mentation for each budget type. In order to identify the correct polymorphic
subclass, the Java operator instanceof [32] was used. As explained in section
2.4.2, the complete calculation performs significant computations regarding
taxes, loans and budget.

The results generated by the complete calculation were vital in facilitating
the creating of the forecast generator. Thus, using the complete calculation
component was instrumental in maintaining the operational integrity of the
mortgage calculator. Furthermore, to ensure compatibility with the mortgage
calculator, Java 1.4 had to be used without depending on third-party technolo-
gies. The solution was programmed using sequential programming, the reason
for this will be discussed in section 4.1.3.

3.4 Calculation Method
The solution was based on combining different components in Vitec Capitex’s
mortgage calculator as well as new components using specific formulas and
equations. This section will explore the methods used in incorporating new
components to interact with components from the mortgage calculator. Other
components from the mortgage calculator and methods that could not be used
for implementation will also be explored.

3.4.1 Advancing the Mortgage Through Years in Time
Different variables had to be considered when advancing themortgage through
years in time. The loans, the debtors’ age, salary and budget had to be ad-
vanced through years in time. The existing mortgage calculator had different
components that could be instrumental in achieving this. Additionally, new
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components had to be implemented to complement the existing components
of the mortgage calculator to advance the mortgage through years in time.

The Comparison Point in Time Component

As explained in section 2.4.2, the comparison point in time had some weak-
nesses since it did not consider the budget. As the deficit and surplus were to
be included in the results, this method was deemed insufficient. However, the
comparison point in time could be used in some unit tests to verify the forecast
generators calculation of the left-to-live-on value.

The Calculate Loans Component

As explained in section 2.4.2, the calculate loans component could be used to
calculate the results of loan payments up to the predetermined number of years.
Different methods of using these results were identified. The first method con-
sisted of saving the results in a data object and removing all the loans from the
calculation. When the complete calculation was done, the collected results
from the loans could be used to update the left-to-live-on. However, using
this method, the interest deduction had to be calculated and manually added
to the left-to-live-on. Moreover, removing the loan objects from the complete
calculation would hurt the integrity of the forecast, as many banks used the
loan objects to set an imputed rate of interest for the mortgage. Thus, the loan
objects had to remain to be used in the complete calculation.

The second method of using the results from the calculate loans compo-
nent was to update the loan objects to a future state. The implementation had
to be specific for each loan as they applied to different calculation rules. The
remaining sizes of the loans, of all types, were all updated. Loanswith fixed in-
terest rate and annuity loans could have some years that were exempted from
amortization. This could be updated by decreasing the number of years ex-
empted from amortization, by the selected number of years from the current
year. Loans that were represented as a series of amortization and interest pay-
ments every year had to be updated. This could be done by effectively remov-
ing the years of payments that had passed from the series, and by setting the
first of the remaining years of payments in the series, to be the future year.

Loans could be represented as a series with increasing amortization and
interest rate every year. These loans had to be updated every year using the
specified increase. However, to prevent the total amortization from exceeding
than the actual sum of the loan, a check had to be made for each increase in
amortization. If the amortization increase eventually overreaches the total loan
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sum, the amortization for that year was instead set to the remaining amortiza-
tion to be paid. Using the second method mentioned above, the loans could be
updated to the future state while remaining intact to be used in the complete
calculation.

Updating the Budget

There were special budget object types that represented the budgeting stan-
dard in accordance with the Swedish Consumer Agency. These object types
were known as budgets using advanced values with guidelines (swe. budget
fördjupning med riktvärden). This budget depended on the inserted family
members and the age of these family members.

Increasing the age of the family members would affect the budget. No ex-
isting component in the mortgage calculator existed to enable this. Therefore,
increasing the age of the family members had to be implemented as a new
component. This was done by using the Java instanceof operator to identify if
the budget object was of the special type. The family members were contained
in an array where each family member had to be updated separately.

The component also included functionality to remove a person from the
budget. Approximations could be made to determine if a family member was
a child and in the age where they would move out. However, children could
potentially move out at an age higher than the age of some debtors. Thus,
using this approximation could incorrectly remove debtors from the budget
which were to remain. Therefore, the data model included input fields for
children to be removed from the budget, see Figure A.1 in Appendix A. The
input fields included the ages of the children and at what age they were to be
removed. Using the input data, family members could be removed from the
budget without potentially removing a debtor.

3.4.2 Loss of Income
Additional features in the forecast generator, such as calculating income insur-
ance had to be made using new technology. Income insurance and member-
ship to an unemployment fund had to be added to the budget since it involved
a monthly cost. The final results would show a higher monthly cost until the
income loss took effect but a higher left-to-live-on after the income loss took
effect. Using this method, it was possible to search for a balance where the in-
come insurance covered enough of the income loss with an affordable monthly
cost. Using the new left-to-live-on value and budget after the income loss, a
new interest sensitivity could be calculated. This was done by calculating how
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high the interest could be without the debtor going into a deficit using the fol-
lowing formula:

Is = (Ns + Ic)÷D (3.1)

Where Is is the interest sensitivity; Ns is the net surplus; Ic is the inter-
est cost; and D is the debt. Calculating the interest sensitivity was chosen as
method to assess the impact that a higher interest rate would have on a debtor,
since it was independent from the actual interest rates of the loans. However,
calculating the interest rate could be seen as redundant if banks used their own
imputed rate of interest. To provide some comparisons, different calculations
of the forecast generator could be done:

• No income loss took place.

• Income loss without any safety.

• Income loss with an unemployment fund.

• Income loss with a calculated income insurance to avoid a deficit.

• Income loss with a user specified income insurance.

Additionally, if there were more than one debtor, calculations could be done
if an income loss occurred for each debtor. Comparing these results, creditors
could, e.g., recommend an income insurance to help the debtors avoid a deficit.

Unemployment Funds

A part of the results was the economic situation of the debtors if they were to
receive income from the Swedish unemployment funds. The cost associated
with being able to receive income from an unemployment fund was based on
which unemployment fund was used. This cost was set to the median cost for
all different unemployment funds for January 2019, which was 120 Swedish
kronor a month [33]. All funds except for one had the same cost for the first
five months in 2019. As there was no way to select a specific fund, the median
cost of all funds was deemed an appropriate approximation.

The size of the income from the unemployment fundwhile being amember
of a specific unemployment fund was up to a maximum 910 Swedish kronor
per day [21] and without membership 365 Swedish kronor per day. However,
after 100 days the income from the unemployment fundwould be lower and the
calculation only considered the income of the first 100 days since the level of
uncertainty was already high. This subject will be further explored in section
4.3.2.
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Income Insurance

The income insurance was calculated based on a percentage of the gross salary.
The percentage of the income to be insured could be supplied by the user as
well as the cost associated with the insurance. As explained in section 2.5.1,
the income gained from the income insurance was exempted from taxation.
This extra net income was calculated using the formula:

Ne = Ni −Nu (3.2)

Where Ne is the extra net income gained from the insurance; Ni is the net
salary of the income which is insured; and Nu is the net salary of the income
from an unemployment fund. Ni andNu was calculated from the gross salaries
using the complete calculation of the mortgage calculator, since it included the
tax computations.

The forecast generator included a calculated income insurancewhichwould
be just enough to avoid a deficit. Since the income insurance was a percentage
of the gross monthly salary and as the deficit was relative to the net income, a
net salary had to be converted to a gross salary to be insured. This conversion
could not be done using a backwards calculation since the amount of tax paid
would change depending on the size of the gross salary. Therefore, a series
of complete calculations had to be done using different gross salaries to deter-
mine a gross salary which gave enough net salary to avoid a deficit, this was
done using Algorithm 1.

Before entering the loop, the algorithm would check if the net income re-
quired was higher than the 80 percent maximum income insurance provided.
Moreover, as additional costs could be associated with the income insurance,
these costs had to be incorporated in the calculation. As with most insurance,
the cost of income insurance is based on the situation of the person obtain-
ing it. Thus, the cost of the calculated income insurance would be inaccurate.
Therefore, an approximation of the cost of the income insurance was made.
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Algorithm 1 Search for a Gross Salary which Gives a Net Salary
procedure Search

GrossSalary = GrossSlary · 0.80
NetSalary = calculateNetSalary(GrossSalary)

if NetSalary − ExtraCosts ≤ NetTarget then
return{GrossSalary,NetSalary}

while NotInfiniteLoop do
GrossSalary = min+ (max−min)/2.0;

NetSalary = calculateNetSalary(GrossSalary)

ExtraCosts = calculateExtraCosts(GrossSalary)

if NetSalary − ExtraCosts ≥ NetTarget AND
NetSalary − ExtraCosts ≤ NetTarget+ Threshold then

return{GrossSalary,NetSalary}
if NetSalary ≤ NetTarget then

min = GrossSalary

else
max = GrossSalary + ExtraCosts

Contrary to the solution for unemployment funds, therewas no governmen-
tal authority that regulated and kept track of the costs of different income in-
surances. This meant that the statistics of different costs of income insurances
had to be obtained from trade unions supplying income insurances. The trade
unions used to gather statistics were Unionen [34][35][36], Jusek [37][38], Fy-
sioterapeuterna [39][40] and Civilekonomerna [41][42]. All values used were
for the standard price as there was no way of knowing the user’s situation. The
full set of numbers is presented in Appendix B. The four trade unions had ba-
sic memberships which gave income insurance up to a certain salary, which
was specific for each trade union.

In order to increase the max salary, an additional fee had to be paid. As
per Vitec Capitex’s request, the basic membership costs and the additional fee
were kept separate as it was likely that a customer already was a member of a
trade union.

The average cost for the basic membership of the four trade unions was
calculated for each salary threshold. Dividing the average values with the
monthly income produced the cost of the insurance as a percentage of the
monthly salary. Linear regression was then used to make the calculation more
simple. This gave a base percentage for the lowest salary and a linear change in
percent units until the max salary for the basic memberships, see Figure 3.1.
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For higher salaries, additional costs of the income insurance was calculated
the same way, see Figure 3.2. For the additional cost, this method produced
the desired linear increase.

Figure 3.1: The cost of basic trade union membership, in kronor, relative to a
monthly salary.

Figure 3.2: The cost of additional income insurance fees relative to a
monthly salary.

Using values to calculate basic membership costs from the linear regres-
sion resulted in a polynomial behavior. This was not desired as higher incomes
could result in lower membership costs. Additionally, as indicated by Table
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B.1 in Appendix B, the basic costs were frequently the same for all salaries.
Therefore, the basic membership cost was set to a rounded average of the trade
unions for all salaries. When calculating the additional cost of the income in-
surance, the following formula was used:

Ci = Sg · (Pbc + Pic · (Sg − Sb)÷ Sis) (3.3)

WhereCi is the additional cost of the insurance; Sg is the gross monthly salary;
Pbc is the base percentage multiplier; Pic is the incremental percentage mul-
tiplier; Sb is the salary threshold where larger salaries apply additional costs;
and Sis is the size of the increase in salary between higher costs.

Since the income insurance increased monthly costs, the deficit would be
higher and, therefore, the income insurance had to slightly increase. The com-
plete calculation series mentioned previously would take this into account and
further approximate if the additional income insurance fee resulted in a deficit.

As mentioned in section 2.5.1, the insurance could cover up to 80 percent
of the gross salary. Therefore, the forecast generator only automatically calcu-
lated an income insurance up to 80 percent. However, section 2.5.1 also stated
that income insurance specifically for sickness could cover up to 90 percent
of the salary. To preserve the versatility of the forecast generator, it would ac-
cept any income insurance which was specified by the user and not restrict the
calculation to the 80 percent rule, which the automatic calculation did.

3.4.3 Pension
The pension calculation feature implemented only income based public pen-
sion and occupation pension. Private pension was deemed too intricate for a
forecast system that required simplicity. Guaranteed pension is applicable to
only very low salaries. The pension parameter would recognize the current
age of the subject and the expected age of retirement and if the subject re-
ceives an occupation pension. The mortgage plan would advance a number
of years through the loan calculation operation until one or both applicants
would reach the age of retirement. At that point, using the salary values and
the retirement age of the applicant(s), the new income representing the pension
could be calculated using statistics provided by Vitec Capitex. The percentage
of the salary to be received by pension was generated by Capitex Pension [43]
for persons without an occupational pension, see Figure 3.3, and for persons
with an occupational pension of type ITP1, see Figure 3.4. The data used is
presented in Table C.1 in Appendix C. Additionally, the generated values were
done by the standard prognosis of Insurance Sweden.
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Figure 3.3: The percentage of gross monthly salaries of 25,000 and 60,000
Swedish kronor to be received as pension for persons without an
occupational pension.

Figure 3.4: The percentage of gross monthly salaries of 25,000 and 60,000
Swedish kronor to be received as pension for persons with occupational
pension.

Using these numbers from Capitex Pension, the average decrease in per-
centage points for each year of retirement was calculated and then rounded.
Using this method rather than the raw numbers made the percentages less ac-
curate. However, according to Vitec Capitex, a vital part of the solution was
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simplicity. Simple solutions were easier to explain to customers and, therefore,
more likely to be used in the real world. A discussion about using approximate
values or exact values is presented in section 4.1.1. The pension income to re-
ceive was simply the calculated percentage of the gross salary.

The salaries in Figures 3.3 and 3.4 were insignificant by themselves as the
debtors could have any salaries. However, they could be used to approximate
a base percentage to be used for any salary. Depending on if the debtor had
an occupational pension or not, a certain base percentage was selected and in-
creased or decreased linearly depending on if the debtor retired early or late.
The formula used to calculate the percentage of the salary that forms the pen-
sion was:

Ps = Pb − Pi · (Rb −Ra) (3.4)

Where Ps is the multiplier to convert the salary to pension; Pb is the base per-
centage multiplier; Pi is the multiplier increase in percentage units; Rb is the
base age of retirement; and Ra is the age of retirement for the person. As
explained previously, Pb and Pi is specific for if the person had occupational
pension or not. After the incorporation of the new pension values, new re-
sults were generated by the complete calculation operation from the mortgage
calculator. The final results would show the output data in the form of left-
to-live-on and budget surplus and deficit values after the selected number of
years.

3.5 Unit Tests
Tests were conducted on the data components of Vitec Capitex’s mortgage cal-
culator and the forecast generator. The left-to-live-on of a future year calcu-
lated by the forecast generator could be validated using the comparison point in
time component in time of mortgage calculator. Additionally, since the com-
parison point in time component calculates the results of all the loans for the
specified year, this could be used to verify the forecast generator’s method of
advancing the loans. It was important to set the amortization and interest rate,
in the comparison point in time, to comply with that of the actual loans.

Manual tests were made to test calculations for different budget types to
observe if it accurately reflected the budget calculator. The budget types us-
ing the budget of the Swedish Consumer Agency could be verified using the
mortgage calculator. The budget results from the calculation when the forecast
generator advanced the ages of the persons involved in the mortgage, could be
compared with results from the mortgage calculator. In this case, the input
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values to the mortgage calculator would be the advanced ages of the persons
involved in the mortgage.

The pension received as a result from an early retirement could bemanually
calculated using the base percentage multiplier and the multiplier increase.
Using the pension received from this, as input to the mortgage calculator, it
was possible to test the pension calculated by the forecast generator. Similarly,
manual calculations could be made for income loss and the income insurance.
The calculated numbers could be used as input to the mortgage calculator and
the results could be compared to the results produced by the forecast generator.

3.6 Product Specification
The product was a modelling forecast generator that complemented the mort-
gage calculator created by Vitec Capitex. The purpose of the new forecast
system was to assess an individual’s potential in paying a mortgage after a se-
lected number of years where a simulated case scenario that would occur and
impact the subject’s ability to cover his or her costs. Another purpose of the
product was to provide a suggestion in mitigating the impact of these events,
such as insurance, so that the debtor would avoid insolvency. The feature that
provides the deficit avoidance suggestion is available only through the income-
loss parameter. In its final state, the case scenarios available was the loss of
income and pension. The foreign currency and depreciation parameters have
not been implemented.

Through a user interface, the user could insert values representing a sub-
ject’s economic situation in terms of salary, price of real estate that the mort-
gage would cover, and the amount of the loan, etc. The forecast generator
would simulate the debilitating economic effects endured by the user. The
economic effects would be the result of the chosen scenario in the selected
number of years in the future.

The subject’s impacted repayment capacity in the future would be indi-
cated by the output data produced by the forecast. The output data is com-
prised of the left-to-live-on value, budget surplus or deficit and interest sensi-
tivity. The results would be displayed in an HTML page. The user interface
is used for demonstration purposes only and not intended for final use. A se-
quence diagram of the product is presented in Appendix D. Additionally, the
data models for input and output are presented as UMLDiagrams in Appendix
A.
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3.6.1 Interactive System
The interactive system included a user interface for inserting input values and
an HTML page as output.

User Interface

The user interface allowed the user to input specific values to be used in the
calculations, see Figure 3.5. The input fields specific to the forecast generator
included:

• When an income loss occurs.

• The size of the income loss.

• The monthly cost of income insurance.

• The percentage of the income that is insured.

• The current age of the applicant.

• The age of applicant when he or she goes on pension.

• If the applicant has an occupation pension.

• Children and at what age they move out from the home.

Figure 3.5: The user interface used to input values to the forecast generator.
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Printout

The printout was generated after the completion of the forecast. The informa-
tion displayed in the printout contained the results from the calculation in an
HTML format, as seen in Figure 3.6. The original input values were presented
in the output as it made it easier to compare the numerical information. New
fields, such as interest sensitivity, was shown in the results. Figure 3.6 shows a
segment of an HTML that compares separate possible outcomes of the debtors
while enduring the same circumstance of income loss in the future.

The first outcome is predicated on the debtor having no income insurance
and the economic impact of the loss of income is expressed through the left-to-
live-on value and budget balance. The second outcome shows the minimum
extent of his or her income that the debtor needs to have insured to have a
positive budget balance. Examples of full printouts for income loss scenario
and pension scenario are available in Appendix’s E and F respectively. No
printout is generated if an exception is triggered, or if the user has inserted
unreasonable data on the interface.

Figure 3.6: The output in an HTML format created by the forecast generator.
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3.7 Sample Execution of the Loss of Income
Forecast

This section illustrates the execution of the forecast generator. An example
of the future income loss scenario simulated by the forecasting system will
be explored. The specifications of the parameters that the forecasting system
processed will be demonstrated in this example. Additionally, verification of
the results based on the execution will be shown.

3.7.1 Income Loss Forecast
Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8 shows the segments of the user interface, where
values that were inserted corresponded to the subject’s economic situation and
the conditions of the future income loss scenario. This phase occurred prior
to the execution of the simulation. The segment below will briefly summarize
the forecast request based on Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8. The printout of the
sample forecast can be seen in Appendix E.

Figure 3.7: Input regarding subjects’ economic situation and loan
specification on the user interface.

Specifications

Basic information of at least one debtor was mandatory. The debtors’ annual
income, price of real estate and mortgage specifications shown in Figure 3.7
were required information. The information regarding the dependants (chil-
dren) on the budget was not mandatory but was utilized in this example. The
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specification of the income loss scenario is shown in Figure 3.8. The per-
centage of income that will be lost in the future was specified along with the
percentage of the income that was insured and the monthly cost of the insur-
ance. The number of years in the future where the income loss would occur
was inserted as well. An overview of the raw data used in this example is
available in Table 3.1.

Figure 3.8: Separate user interface components regarding parameter
specification and children on the family budget.

3.7.2 Validation of theCalculationUsing theMortgage
Calculator

In order to create accurate results to be used in the unit tests, the mortgage
calculator could be used. To verify the results of the input parameters inserted
to the forecast generator, the input could be manually advanced and used as
input to themortgage calculator. The input used in the forecast generator is pre-
sented in Table 3.1 and the input used in the mortgage calculator is presented
in Table 3.3. The values in Table 3.3 was manually advanced and inserted.
The additional net income gained from the income insurance was calculated
using formula 3.2. Using this method, verified results through the mortgage
calculator could be calculated, see Table 3.4, and used to compare the results
of the forecast generator, see Table 3.2, in the unit tests.
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Table 3.1: Input values to the forecast generator for the sample execution.

Input Value
Person1 gross yearly salary 800,000
Person1 extra net income 0
Person1 age 40
Person2 gross yearly salary 400,000
Person2 extra net income 0
Person2 age 40
Size of the loan age 10,000,000
Amortization amount / year 200,000
Amortization times / year 4
Interest rate (percent) 5
Real estate value 14,000,000
Operational costs 54,000
Child age 12
Person1 income loss (percent) 100
Person1 income insurance (percent) 80
Person1 income insurance cost / month 80
Forecast the repayment capacity in number of years 6

Table 3.2: Results from the forecast generator for the sample execution.

Result Value
Left-to-live-on 15,468
Surplus 698
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Table 3.3: Input values to the mortgage calculator for the sample execution.
Additionally, the results of the calculation is presented.

Input Value
Person1 gross yearly salary 240,240
Person1 extra net income 284644
Person1 age 46
Person2 gross yearly salary 400,000
Person2 extra net income 0
Person2 age 46
Size of the loan age 8,800,000
Amortization amount / year 200,000
Amortization times / year 4
Interest rate (percent) 5
Real estate value 14,000,000
Operational costs 54,000
Child age 18
Extra budget cost / year 960

Table 3.4: Results from the mortgage calculator for the sample execution.

Result Value
Left-to-live-on 15,468
Surplus 698
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4 Analysis and Discussion

This section involves alternative approaches considered. The extent of the
work that is completed is addressed. An evaluation of the results is discussed.
Additionally, a validation byVitec Capitex is presented. The economic impact,
societal effects and ethical considerations are also discussed. No environmen-
tal aspects are considered relevant to this thesis.

4.1 Alternative Approaches
This section explains alternative approaches considered and why the chosen
methods were selected over the alternative ones.

4.1.1 Exact Values versus Approximations
During discussions with Vitec Capitex, two different approaches were identi-
fied. The usage of exact values and approximations. This thesis was comprised
of using approximations when calculating income insurance costs and pension
income as a percentage of the salary. This section explains the strengths and
weaknesses of the different approaches and why approximations were chosen.

Exact Values

The process using of exact values of the pension income in the mortgage cal-
culation would have had to be extremely thorough. If the debtor had an occu-
pational pension, the calculation would have to take into account which occu-
pational pension they had. Additionally, the calculation would have to use the
actual gross income, which would have to be predicted since it was subject to
change until the person retired. To claim to use exact values after this predic-
tion would be difficult. Moreover, as information changes from year to year,
the solution would have to be constantly updated.
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As for income insurance, the cost could be specified for each trade union.
However, just as with a pension, the information would have to updated often
as trade unions might change their prices. Furthermore, making these partic-
ular values correct did not necessarily make the entire forecast correct. Many
other things could change, whichwould affect the calculations. E.g., the salary,
interest rate and operating costs could potentially change. However, improv-
ing the prediction of these attributes could potentially produce more accurate
credit scores of debtors. In the long term, investing in systems to produce exact
values could improve the forecasting enough to be economically beneficial.

Approximations

Using approximations was less complicated and had the benefit of being easy
to explain. This was a factor that was important, according to Vitec Capitex.
Solutions that were hard to explain was less desirable to banks. Furthermore,
implementing solutions using exact values was not feasible within the scope
of this thesis. Consequently, the approach chosen was the one using approxi-
mations.

4.1.2 Special Parameters
The additional parameters mentioned in section 2.5.5 were not implemented
due to its underlying intricacies. In the case of divorce, circumstances would
need to be considered such as if one party leaves the real estate, the respon-
sibility of the mortgage payment plan, the altered personal economy of both
parties, etc.

4.1.3 Parallel Programming versus Sequential Progra-
mming

Parallel programming was considered as an optimization method for the fore-
cast generator. This could be used to make different calculations occur si-
multaneously, such as the interest sensitivity and adequate income insurance.
Immutable input data to the forecast generator minimized the risk of race con-
ditions and deadlocks. However, parallel programming for a single calculation
had to be done with great care, since some computations were based on pre-
vious results. In this case, race conditions may emerge which could make
the calculation incorrect. Hence, parallel programming would complicate the
implementation of the calculations.
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The solution would run in a server environment which used all available
CPU cores to calculate tasks from many different sources. Thus, all cores
would be busy even if the calculations were done sequentially. There were a
few scenarios where parallel programming could result in faster calculations.
At times where few entities were using the simulator at the same time, par-
allel execution could potentially make use of multiple cores. However, these
scenarios were deemed insignificant. Sequential programming was, therefore,
the approach used to build the forecast generator.

4.1.4 Using Components from the Mortgage Calcula-
tor versus Creating a new System

Creating a whole new system could be an alternative solution to using compo-
nents from the mortgage calculator. However, creating an entirely new system
would take an extensive amount of time. According to Vitec Capitex, the ex-
tensive time required would mostly be due to tax calculations. Therefore, time
could be saved using components from the mortgage calculator. However, uti-
lizing the mortgage calculator had some restrictions, such as the requirement
to use the Java programming language and compilation using Java version 1.4.

4.2 Extent of Work Completed
The product, in its current state, has a fully implemented parameter field for the
loss of income. The product computes the interest sensitivity, left-to-live-on
and budget surplus/deficit. Additionally, a user interface and a printout system
have been implemented, though they only comply with the parameters income
loss and pension.

4.2.1 Partially Completed Tasks
The pension parameter data structures have been created, which in its current
states computes the future interest sensitivity, left-to-live-on and budget sur-
plus/deficit of the applicant. The currently lacking feature is regarding the
case scenario if the applicant is projected to have a budget deficit given by the
pension specifications. What is required is the computing of the additional
amount of capital needed in the amortization payments that would result in a
surplus rather than a deficit (see section 4.4.2).
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4.2.2 Incomplete Tasks
The remaining parameters, namely foreign currency and depreciation, have
not been implemented. The reason was due to the limited scope of time, the
amount of research required, the testing phase of the creation of the first two
parameters (the loss of income and pension).

4.3 Evaluation
This section examines the strengths of the forecast generator as well as its
weaknesses.

4.3.1 Strengths of the Product
The product displays the left-to-live-on and budget surplus/deficit as output
values for an applicant following a selected case scenario. The product does
not provide a statistical probability of an applicant’s repayment capacity, but
rather the economic impact of a chosen event. Additionally, the printout dis-
plays comparisons of outcomes.

In the case of the loss of income, the printout shows the left-to-live-on
if no loss of income has occurred compared with circumstances including;
if a loss has occurred without insurance and if a loss has occurred with the
recommended degree of gross income that is insured. The printout is easy
to read and should provide the reader with an opportunity to discern how an
applicant is at risk of insolvency.

4.3.2 Weaknesses of the Product
The forecast generator only makes calculations based on the time selected.
E.g., as mentioned in section 2.5.1, the income gained from an unemployment
fund starts to decrease after the first 100 days which the forecast generator does
not account for. The future is never certain and the calculation made by the
forecast generator may not be in cohesion with the actual future. The uncer-
tainty grows as more layers are added to a calculation. The forecast generator
uses some approximations rather than exact values, e.g., to calculate the pen-
sion income. In some cases, this could be perceived as an advantage, such as
when it is preferable to explain a simple concept to a customer.
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4.4 Validation of Results
Validation of the results were done by employees of Vitec Capitex where they
explored the advantages and disadvantages of the forecast generator. Addi-
tionally, unit tests were created to validate the calculations of the forecast gen-
erator, using results from the mortgage calculator.

4.4.1 Comparison Between Spouses in Joint Mortga-
ges

The forecast generator could make calculations comparing when one or the
other debtor had an income loss. According to Vitec Capitex, this was partic-
ularly interesting for debtors which had a large difference in income. Rather
than considering the debtors total income as one entity, the forecast generator
enabled comparisons of the independent salaries and an income loss for one
or the other. An income loss of the larger salary could have devastating effects
while an income loss of the lower salary could be manageable.

4.4.2 Amortization Plan Amendment
The feature of amending an amortization plan, as a response to the forecast
with a negative value of life-to-live-on, has not been fully implemented. Calcu-
lating a forecast is more compelling if the amortization plan could be amended
when a forecast produces an unfavourable prognosis. An added increase to the
original amortization packet, with the extra amount being based on the minus
value of the left-to-live-on, would lead to lower interest costs. At a specific
year, the overpayment plan could reverse to the original payment plan, lead-
ing resulting in a more affordable economic situation. Therefore, fully imple-
menting the feature of amending amortization should strengthen the overall
product.

4.4.3 Using the Forecast Generator
In order for the product to be in use banks, some alterations should be made.
Particularly with the way the results are presented. Providing an informative
presentation could be an improvement in this regard. Additionally, a brief glos-
sary with explanations would be a useful tool. The result should be intuitive
to read with the most important information accentuated, preferably visually
using graphs.
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4.4.4 Forecast Generator Comparison Test
The comparison between the forecasting system and the mortgage calculator,
from section 3.7.2, shows an accurate reading. Additionally, unit tests were
created to test the calculations of the forecast generator. The unit tests equated
calculations of the forecast generator to the mortgage calculator’s using man-
ually advanced input values, as explained in section 3.7.2. As mentioned in
section 4.3.2, there are factors that diminish the accuracy of the forecast gen-
erator. This implies that even though the calculations are correct, future mort-
gage payments may not actually occur as projected.

4.5 Economic Impact
The credit score of a prospect mortgage holder could be more thorough with
the help of the forecast generator. Using the forecast generator, debtors could
gain a better knowledge of how their economy may look in the future. E.g.,
families could calculate different budgets depending on if their children moved
out or not. Furthermore, the economic impact on the debtor’s future repay-
ment capacity as a result of an event could indicate that the debtor is at risk of
insolvency in the future.

Section 2.2 addresses the problem in the housing market regarding the dis-
proportionately higher debt held by mortgage owners without the support of a
higher income. The potential of a forecast generator, while taking into account
the current state of the housing market, would be beneficial. The benefit for
the creditors would be that they would have more perspective in their decisions
regarding mortgages. Potential debtors could realize that certain loans could
end in a loan default for them and, therefore, it could affect the housing market.

Businesses could also be considered as banks are likely to use the forecast
generator. Using the forecast generator as a tool to evaluate credit risk could
help banks to approve more profitable loans. Combining income loss with
the likelihood that a person loses their job, such as the invention presented in
section 2.3.4, could improve credit scoring.

4.6 Societal Effects
Using this forecast generator to determine the economic impact of different
events in the future could cause debtors some concern. However, ignoring po-
tential future events, that might have disastrous effects, is not productive either.
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The forecast generator provides a means of mitigating these events. By con-
sidering economically damaging events and also acquiring protection against
them, debtors can assume their situation to be economically sustainable.

4.7 Ethical Considerations
Banks and other creditors can denymortgages they deem non-profitable. How-
ever, people may see mortgages as a natural way to progress in life. On the
one hand, it could be seen as unethical that some people are denied a mortgage
solely on the grounds that debilitating events might happen in the far future.
On the other hand, it could be seen as unethical to approve a mortgage which
could end in ruination in the future. Using the calculations that the forecast
generator provides, these damaging events could potentially be mitigated. Ac-
quiring income insurance could protect debtors from a deficit and therefore,
reduce the risk of foreclosure from the Enforcement Authority.
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5 Conclusions

The project resulted in a forecast generator system with an interactive system
consisting of a user interface in the form of an HTML page and a printout
system. The user interface allows the user to submit values that represent an
applicant(s) economic situation and loan specifications. After submitting the
values, the forecast generator can calculate the economic situation as a result of
an income loss. Moreover, the forecast generator can suggest a suitable income
insurance which would cover a deficit. Tests were conducted, to confirm the
accuracy of the calculations of the forecast generator, by comparing output
data from the mortgage calculator. Despite the accuracy of the calculations,
the forecasting system is not guaranteed to provide results that will accurately
reflect the actual future.

The forecasting systemwould help improve the bank’s position in identify-
ing the degree of economic risk in granting a loan. If banks are provided with
tools that could simulate typical real-life scenarios that would interfere with
an applicant’s capacity to amortize his or her mortgage, they could, in turn,
be in a more elevated position in grounding their decisions regarding granting
mortgages with increased compatibility the requirements issued by the Swe-
dish Financial Supervisory Authority. Therefore, banks could have additional
provisions in ascertaining credit risk.

5.1 Proposals for Future Improvements
Among the proposals for improvements in the future is the completion of the
alternate amortization plan feature within the pension parameter. The imple-
mentation of the remaining parameters, namely the foreign currency and de-
preciation, could also be completed. If more time is available for research and
implementation, incorporation of the special parameters mentioned in section
2.5.5 could improve the forecast. The combination of parameters could boost
the strength of the product as a series of events. However, this would also
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increase the uncertainty. Additional features, such as non-consecutive events
could be useful. An example of a non-consecutive event could be a person who
loses his or her income after a selected year but regains a source of income at
some time after that for a small duration before going into retirement.
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A Appendix - UML Diagrams

This section presents UML diagrams of the input, see Figure A.1, and the
output, see Figure A.2, of the forecast generator.

Figure A.1: UML diagram of the input to the forecast generator.
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Figure A.2: UML diagram of the output of the forecast generator.
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B Appendix - Data Used to Ap-
proximate Income Insurance
Costs

This section presents the data used to approximate the cost of the membership
in a trade union, see Table B.1. As well as the data used to approximate the
additional cost of an income insurance, see Table B.2.

Table B.1: Data used to approximate trade union membership costs.
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Table B.2: Data used to approximate trade union income insurance
additional costs.
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C Appendix - Data Used to Ap-
proximate Pension

This section presents the data used to approximate the pension income, see
Table C.1.

Table C.1: Data used to approximate pension income.
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D Appendix - The Product Se-
quence Diagram

This section presents the sequence diagram of the product, see Figure D.1.

Forecast Sequence Diagram

User Interface Controller Forecast Calculator Mortgage Calculator

Calculate(Parameter, Person1, Person2)

Generate Scenario Entities

Generate Analysis Indata

Perform Calculation(AnalysisIndata)

Instantiate Output Data Objects

Advance Loans(numberOfYears)

sum of debt, amortization/year,sum of interest 

uppdate budget

alter person's data object

completeCalculation(clsIn)

resultOutputData

update results with transition data

insert data to Output Data Objects

Repeat completeCalculation to test 
 other case scenarios

return OutputData

PrintOut
createPrintOut(OutputData)

generateHtml

Figure D.1: The sequence diagram of the product.
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E Appendix - Printout for the
Income Loss Parameter

This section presents the printout from the income loss parameter. Figure E.1
presents the printout for the outcome when no income loss occurred. Fig-
ure E.2 presents the printout for the outcome when an income loss occurred
without protection. Figure E.3 presents the printout for the outcome when an
income loss occurred with an unemployment fund as protection. Figure E.4
presents the printout for the outcome when an income loss occurred with a
calculated income insurance as protection. Figure E.5 presents the printout
for the outcome when an income loss occurred with a user specified income
insurance as protection.

Figure E.1: No income loss occurred outcome.
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Figure E.2: Income loss without protection outcome.

Figure E.3: Income loss with an unemployment fund outcome.

Figure E.4: Income loss with a calculated income insurance outcome.
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Figure E.5: Income loss with a user specified income insurance outcome.
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F Appendix - Printout for the
Pension Parameter

This section presents the printout from the pension parameter. Figure F.1
presents the printout for the outcome when no pension occurred. Figure F.2
presents the printout for the outcome when a pension occurred for person 1.

Figure F.1: No pension has occurred.

Figure F.2: One person has gone into retirement.
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